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Best accessible estimation is an iterative numerical procedure based on the 
stochastic extension concept that an integral equation of the first kind is im- 
properly posed because it ignores background noise on the unknown function 
and measurement or computational error in the known function. Certain 
restrictions on the “reduced” version of the method, introduced originally to 
combat extreme noise levels, without resort to manipulation of very large 
matrices, have been removed. Alternate computational methods are presented, 
together with a basis for choosing between them according to the relative 
seriousness of different sources of error in a particular problem. It is shown 
that, in the absence of computational error, the iterative procedure would 
converge to the minimum-residue approximate solution of minimum norm, 
when appropriate ellipsoidal norms are employed which are defined by the 
noise and error processes present. There is no restriction on the form or 
correlation of these processes. Practical tests to detect cumulative numerical 
error and terminate iteration have been evaluated. An example, using actual 
experimental data, is given of the ability of the method to enhance the effective 
resolution of measurements. It is noteworthy that, when the equation to be 
solved represents inference of the input to a physical instrument from its 
measured output, then the iteration reveals most rapidly those sources to 
which the instrument responds most strongly and for the measurement of 
which it would most logically be employed. The concept of strength of response 
is sharpened by identification with the singular value belonging to a pair of 
basis functions for input and output, measured in terms of signal to noise ratio. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The improperly-posed problem of solving numerically a Fredholm integral 
equation of the first kind continues to attract attention due to the challenge 
of its intrinsic formal subtleties [5, 9, 18, 171 and the significance of its 
technological applications [8, 13-151. The method of best accessible estima- 
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tion [13-151 follows Franklin [5] in that the improperly-posed deterministic 
problem is replaced by a properly-posed stochastic problem. It differs in that 
the expected value of the solution need not be assumed known. Instead, 
an iterative procedure for estimation of the solution has been introduced on a 
purely heuristic basis. 1 In Section 2 formal transformation of unknown and 
known function spaces, according to the arbitrary autocorrelation operators 
for background noise and measurement error processes, generalizes the 
concept of expressing input (unknown) and output (known) functions for a 
measuring instrument (integral operator) as signal to noise ratios. Singular- 
value decomposition of the integral operator (in the equivalent matrix form 
appropriate to numerical analysis) is also introduced formally, never computa- 
tionally, to establish the explicit form of the nth iterative estimate. This is 
written as the sum of three components, one in the null space of the operator 
and the other two in the orthogonal complement thereto. In Section 3 it is 
shown that the null-space term, resulting from an unfortunate (and easily 
avoidable) error in the initial estimate, is invariant throughout the iteration 
procedure. The second component series is also an error, but each term is 
reduced in geometric progression by the iteration. Convergence is most 
rapid as regards estimation of the strength of those sources to which the 
instrument is most sensitive. The final component of the nth estimate, also 
invariant, demonstrates that the iteration procedure converges to the mini- 
mum-residue approximate solution of minimum norm, provided one measures 
in terms of the physically significant ellipsoidal norms defined by the auto- 
correlation operators of the relevant error processes. However, in practice 
the errors of computation accumulate, and Section 3 includes tests to detect 
such accumulation. 
Serious noise problems usually dictate redundant measurement, and it 
becomes desirable to deal with vectors (and especially matrices) whose size 
is the number of points at which the solution is to be estimated, not the much 
larger number of data points. The formal analysis of the intervening sections 
permits us to establish in Section 4 an alternate formulation of best accessible 
estimation which has this desirable property of reduced dimensionality. 
Two restrictive assumptions, required for validity of the reduced version 
formerly proposed [14], are no longer needed-the direct and reduced versions 
are equally valid. Choice between them is based on dimensionality which can 
be tolerated and on their relative immunity to two alternative sources of 
computational error, as discussed in Section 4. 
Finally, in Section 5, a specific example is given of the application of best 
accessible estimation to enhance experimental data. 
1 J. M. Richardson has kindly pointed out to the author that a more persuasive 
information-theoretic basis for adoption of the iteration procedure can be adduced [12]. 
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2. THE DIRECT VERSION 
Following Franklin [S], the improperly posed linear operator equation of 
the first kind 
Ah =f (2.1) 
is replaced by what may be regarded as a more realistic mathematical model 
of a physical system 
A(h+b)+e=f+Ab+e=g. (2.2) 
Here the desired signal h is shown to suffer interference from background 
noise b, and the measurement instrument (which performs operation A on the 
total input) also adds measurement error e to produce the contaminated output 
data g. Equation (2.2) is a stochastic equation in the following sense: Random 
processes Pr, and Pr, , whose elements are functionals p1 and p, , are defined 
over Hilbert spaces HI and Ha , respectively. Their autocorrelation operators 
are R,, and R,, , and R,, is their cross correlation. To deal with (2.2), one 
defines a third random process Pr3 over Hz, by the rule 
AP,+P,=P, (2.3) 
according to which Pr, has the autocorrelation operator 
R33 = AR,,A* + A& + %.,A* + R,, > 
and the cross correlation operator between Pr, and Pr, is 
(2.4) 
R,, = R,,A* + R,, . (2.5) 
Now the observed data g in (2.2) is interpreted as identifying a specific sample 
of p3 in (2.3), and h + b in (2.2) is identified with a specific sample of p, in 
(2.3), and h + b in (2.2) is identified with a specific sample of p, . The reader 
should consult Franklin [5] for a rigorous discussion of the way in which one 
can identify a functional such as pa , an element of random process Pr, , 
with g, when g is either a function which is an element of a Hilbert space H, 
or a column vector which is an element of a finite-dimensional vector space. 
It is helpful to write the inner product of elements g, and g of H as gi*g 
(a notation familiar enough when g, andg are column vectors), which can also 
be read as the scalar value which functional g, associates with function g. 
With these definitions, the solution of (2.2), thus, becomes a matter of 
finding the best linear estimate u of p, , given g as the sample p, . This can be 
shown [5, 141 to be 
u = h + Eb + R,,R&‘(g - Ah - AEb - Ee) (2.6) 
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provided the expectation of pi is 
Ep, = h + Eb. (2.7) 
Without loss of generality, Eb and Ee can be set equal to zero, which 
simplifies (2.6) to 
u = h + R19Ri1(g - Ah). (2.8) 
In [14] this was suggested in passing as the basis of an iteration procedure, 
beginning with a crude estimate u,, of h, which would be refined by repeated 
use of (2.8) in the form 
u, = u,,-.l + R,&(g - Au,-,). (2.9) 
However, attention was diverted [ 14, 151 to the reduced form of the problem, 
whose convergence properties we shall investigate in Section 4. Until now 
Eq. (2.9) itself has only received attention in connection with a specific 
application to experimental data [ 131. 
We note first that the self-adjoint operators R,, and R,, may be assumed 
positive-definite, since to say otherwise would be to assert that some source 
could always be observed free from background noise or some measurement 
always recorded without error. 2 As pointed out by Franklin [4] in a slightly 
different context, this implies that one may introduce at least formally the 
operators R;tt2 and RG~‘~, and thereby simplify convergence studies. The 
cross correlation operator between noise processes will again be set equal to 
zero: 
R,, = 0 = R2, (2.10) 
for lack of compelling interest in physical situations which violate this 
assumption.s 
We, therefore, define 
v, G R,-:‘“u* , (2.11) 
4 E R-112 
22 gf (2.12) 
,-J ~ R-1’2ARlh 
22 11 9 (2.13) 
2 Even in the absence of recognized physical processes called instrumental error 
or background noise, respectively, the equivalent uncertainty exists if one records 
data or computes a solution with only finite precision. 
3 A lightening bolt may generate background noise (static) to which an electro- 
magnetic sensor responds, and also (as a source of instrumental error causally connected 
and, hence, correlated with the background error) cause a surge of line voltage which 
falsifies the response of the sensor to all sources. Similar considerations prevail for 
many instruments in the environment of a nuclear weapon. 
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which, together with (2.10), transform (2.9) into 
w, = Q-1 + c*(cc* + I)-’ (q - cv,-J, (2.14) 
where I, of course, is the unit operator in the data-space of which 4 is an 
element. Note that the transformations generalize, to the case of arbitrarily 
correlated noise processes (Rii nondiagonal), the expression of sources and 
data in terms of signal-to-noise ratio. 
The next step is to introduce the singular-value decomposition [16] of the 
normalized instrument response operator C, although we shall not follow 
Hanson [8] in explicit use of the singular functions for numerical purposes. 
Assuming C to be a nonnull s2 kernel, and modifying Smithies’ notation 
[16] from the integral-equation convention to the matrix convention [7], 
we call aj a singular value of C and call Z+ and wj a pair of singular functions 
of C belonging to oTj iff (T$ , zi and wj satisfy the simultaneous equations 
and 
cwj = ojzj (2.15) 
c*zj = oiwj . (2.16) 
Then, of course, wj(zi) is an eigenfunction of the Hermitian operator C*C 
(CC*) belonging to the nonnegative eigenvalue uj2, (whence 0 is real and may 
be taken as nonnegative) and the sets (wj} and {.sj} may each be made ortho- 
normal. The sets are mutually biorthogonal with respect to C. Since (wj} 
and {zj} are normalized and represent sources and data measured by instru- 
ment C, all expressed in signal-to-noise ratios, each uj represents a natural 
measure of what is meant by the “strength” of the response of the instrument 
to a source with the position or direction indicated by wj . The term sensi- 
tivity may also be used instead of strength of response. 
Note that the pairing of singular functions imposed by (2.15) and (2.16) 
when uj is positive breaks down when aj vanishes; the dimensionality of the 
null space of C, N(C), need not even equal the dimensionality of N(C*). 
Instead, (2.15) means that iff aj = 0 then wj belonging to oj is contained in 
N(C), and, therefore, [9] such a wj lies in R(C*)I, the orthogonal complement 
of the closure of the range of C*. Likewise by (2.16) each zi belonging to -- 
uj = 0 is contained in N(C*) ( w IC h’ h is the same as R(C)I) iff uj = 0. As 
Cochran [2] points out, it is of no practical consequence that the set of all 
zi(wj) corresponding to nonzero crj may not be complete in Pz, since it at 
least spans R(C) (R(C*)). His Theorem 14.3 establishes an analog of Hilbert’s 
theorem, namely that any (quadratically integrable) element of the domain 
of definition of C (C*), w E D(C) (z E D(C*)) admits the development, 
convergent in the mean, 
w = ow + c (wj*w) wj , (x = r? + c c%*4 3) , (2.17) 
j j 
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where the function ,,w (,&, which depends on w (x), satisfies 
c,w = 0 (c* &z = 0); (2.18) 
moreover, if w(z) can be represented as 
w = c*z (2 = Cw) (2.19) 
for some z (w), then w(z) has a mean-convergent generalized Fourier series 
c u&5*4 w5 (C uj(wj*w) zj . j i ) 
(2.20) 
The sums in (2.17) and (2.20) extend only over those j for which oi # 0. 
In order to avoid such complexities as having to deal with limits in the 
mean of sequences of sums of singular functions because of the nonclosure 
of R(C) (R(C*)), and then having to account for the “tails” of Picard series 
[18], but most of all in order to be able to define a least nonzero singular value 
ujo, we now restrict4 C to be an operator on and into spaces of finite dimen- 
sionality. Then Cochran’s equation (14.2)-(14.5) means that C is representable 
as an r x m matrix with the decomposition (cf. Theorem 1 of [ll]) 
c = zsw*. (2.21) 
The columns of the r x r unitary matrix 2 are the r singular vectors z, , 
r - j,, of which may belong to uj = 0 and be contained in N(C*), for which 
they serve as a basis; the columns of the m x m unitary matrix Ware the m 
singular vectors wj , with m - j, of them contained in and forming an ortho- 
normal basis for N(C); and the elements of the “diagonal” Y x m matrix S 
are 
(2.22) 
with j,, , the common rank of CC* and C*C, no greater than m or Y. We have 
assumed indexing such that 
0, 2 a.2 e.9 > uj, > 0 (2.23) 
so that in (2.15) and (2.16) 
u5=0 iff j>.h- (2.24) 
4 In numerical analysis, for which best accessible estimation is primarily intended, 
there is, of course, no new restriction on C, since any numerical approximation to 
an integral operator must be on and into finite-dimensional spaces. 
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The generalized inverse of C-to compute which explicity the form (2.21) 
has sometimes been used-is, of course, given by [7] 
c+ = ws+z* (2.25) 
where S+ is an m x r matrix with elements 
(syij = s~jaj+ (2.26) 
in the notation of [l], which defines A+ for any scalar X as 
(2.27) 
Explicit computation of W, S, and 2 can be avoided, however. 
The excursion into Hilbert space to make use of Cochran’s theorems was 
intended primarily to help allay any doubt [lo] as to the validity of fringing a 
rectangular matrix with zeros to make it square in order to establish (2.21) 
as the generalization of Autonne’s decomposition theorem for square matrices 
[l] and, thereby, to establish (2.25) as the generalized inverse. 
In the finite-dimensional case, where j,, is necessarily finite, it was no 
problem when writing (2.21) to complete the orthonormal set {wj} ((zj}) if 
necessary by adjoining to those elements for which j SJ,, the m -A 
(r - j,) vectors of N(C) (N(C*)) needed to form a complete orthonormal 
basis of the null space. Instead of (2.17) and (2.18), one then has the explicit 
developments 
4 = c h*d zj (2.28) 
j=l 
for the normalized data vector 4 defined in (2.12), and 
0, = f yywj = 2 (wi*vn) w, (2.29) 
j=l j=l 
for the nth estimate v, of the normalized source, as defined in (2.11). Before 
substitution of these expansions into (2.14) we note that the matrix CC* + I 
is nonsingular since, if for any z1 E D(C*) 
(cc* + I) z’ = 0, (2.30) 
then 
0 = z’*(cc* + I) 2 = /I c*2/ 112 + // z’ (12 >, 11 z’ 112 (2.31) 
(the equality holding only for z’ E N(C*)) and, the norm being nonnegative 
and vanishing only for the zero vector, (2.30) implies 
II 52 II = 0, x’ = 0. (2.32) 
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Therefore, for any x E D(C*) we may define j$ by the expansion 
(CC* + 1)-l X = i t8jXj , 
j=l 
and from 
(2.33) 
x = (CC” + I) jgl pjxj = i (Uj2 + 1) rs& (2.34) 
j=l 
and the orthonormality of the zj determine the coefficients & as 
pi = (xj*x)&7~~ + 1). (2.35) 
In other words, for any x E D(C*), 
(cc* +I)-lx = gl+Jg 
and by (2.16) and (2.24) 
” U.j(X.j*X) Wj 
c*(cc* + 1)-1x = 1 
j-1 u52 + l . 
(2.36) 
(2.37) 
The vector to which the above matrix is applied in (2.14) is, of course, 
4 - CV,-l = Q - C f yi(“-l)Wj 
j-1 (2.38) 
Thus, by orthogonality of the q-vectors 
4*(q - Cv,J = xj*q - c&+*’ 
and 
(2.39) 
j0 Uj(Xj*q - 
(n-1) 
c*(cc* +r>-1 (q - cf&,> = c 
*Of 1 w, 
uj2+1 * j=l 
(2.40) 
The indicated substitutions into (2.14) and orthogonality of the w5 vectors, 
thus, yield the recursion relation 
$’ = Yj h-1) + Izji(zj*q - ajyi’“-“)/(a~ + l), j = l,..., m (2.41) 
or 
r,!“’ = I (yf-1) + ojzj*qq)&Jj” + l), y$a-l) j = l)...) jo , .i>h. (2.42) ?I P 
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Since uj is zero iff j > j0 , the distinction between these last two forms is 
only needed when the recursion relation is solved explicitly. Thus, clearly, 
the second form of (2.42) is solved by 
(n) 
‘yj 
(0) 
=yj 9 j = (j, + 1) **- m (2.43) 
if indeed m > j, . The first form, on the other hand, has the general solution 
(n) 
3/i 
3*q (O) - (zj*q/uj) 
= -y- + yi (g + 1)” ’ 3 
(2.44) 
which might be regarded as ambiguous for vanishing oi . 
From (2.43), (2.44), and (2.29) we see that the nth estimate v, is given 
explicitly by 
v7a = 4 + 22 + &, (2.45) 
where the three parts are defined by 
(2.47) 
(2.48) 
The limits of the sums should be carefully noted. Discussion was limited 
to spaces of finite dimensionality in order to achieve the sharp dichotomy 
between oj # 0 for j < j, and uj = 0 for j > j, , as opposed to the continuous 
approach of ui towards zero as a sequence limit which is possible for an 
operator on a Hilbert space. 
3. PROPERTIES OF THE GENERAL TERM 
The nth estimate v, was broken into three sums for further formal analysis, 
but it should be recalled that the actual computational procedure does not 
compute the sequence of V, but rather the sequence of II,. Although (2.11) 
and (2.45) imply 
u, = R::2(4 + z2 + &); (3-l) 
the three parts of u, , R:i”& , are not computed separately. 
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One notes first that .Za is independent of the order of iteration and that it 
lies in the null space of C. But the autocorrelation operators are bounded and 
nonsingular, so 
uEN(A) iff v EN(C) (3.2) 
for any 
u SE R$ (3.3) 
since (3.3) and (2.13) mean 
Au = R;;2Cv. (3.4) 
In particular, 
R$& E N(A). (3.5) 
Moreover, Z1 and ,Z2 are sums of singular functions of C belonging to 
nonzero singular values, so 
R;:2(Zl + Z2) E N(A)‘. (3.6) 
Thus, in general the nth iterated estimate u, contains a component, R:~“.& , 
which is invariant under the iteration procedure and lies in the null space of 
the operator. Expressed in terms of a projection, 
Pmu,, = R::“.G = Pm,uo . (3.7) 
Physically, this says that no amount of iteration improves on a simple guess 
as to the value of an “invisible” source-that component of a source to which 
the measuring instrument (represented by A) has no causal response. It is 
indeed logical to avoid such a component in ua , if practical, as is commonly 
attempted by use of a starting estimate of the forma 
u. = A*d. (3.8) 
Selection of a satisfactory vector d (for which zero and the data sample g are 
frequent candidates) may pose difficulties, however. If the choice is too badly 
made, convergence is delayed and excessive computational error will accu- 
mulate before satisfactory residue reduction is achieved. Limited-precision 
computation also can introduce a random contribution from N(A). A specific 
suggestion regarding choice of u,, , suitable for problems which represent a 
broad class of physical systems, was made in [14]. 
5 Compare [fTJ and iterative methods referenced therein. 
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The second part of u, to be considered is R:i2Z2 . This is the only part 
which depends on the order n of iteration, and we see that each term in the 
sum should decrease exponentially with n since, we note again, the sum is 
only over singular functions belonging to those u$ which are positive, and 
for which the factor 1 + uj2 in the denominator of (2.47) is, therefore, 
greater than 1. Stability of the convergence despite cumulative computational 
error can be checked by monitoring the ellipsoidal norm (defined by R,,) of 
the difference between successive estimates 
II un - u,-~ ~&,, G (un - u,-I)* &‘(un - G-1) = II vu, - vn-1 I/’ 
(3.9) 
=5[ 
(Ujrp’ - Zj*q) Uj 2 
(crj” + 1)n I ’ j=l 
where we have used (2.45X2.48) and the orthogonality of the singular 
functions wj . For sufficiently large n, the last term (smallest nonzero uj) 
dominates the series in (3.9) and the norm-difference decreases in geometric 
progression 
II %a+1 - 43 lI~,,/ll %I - h-1 l/iI1 = w;. + 1). (3.10) 
When the norm-difference ceases geometric decay, computational error is 
excessive and iteration should stop. Note that it is better to monitor this 
norm-difference than the ellipsoidal norm (defined by R,,) of the difference 
between successive residues. The nth residue is 
Y, -g - Au, = A& - Cu,) (3.11) 
so that the difference is 
r, - yn-1 = R;:2C(a,-, - v,). (3.12) 
Because of (2.15), (3.9), and the orthogonality of the zj , (3.12) means 
II y,a - y,-1 lli21 = (r, - yn-d* R,-,‘(yn - ~ne..-l) = II C(u, - v,-J~~ (3.13) 
which differs from (3.9) only by the additional factor of ~$2 in the numerator 
of each term. What this means, however, is that the j&h term, which must 
eventually dominate the series in (3.13) as in (3.9) for large enough n, in (3.13) 
starts out smaller relative to a typical (jth) term than in the case of (3.9), by 
the ratio (u~,/u~)~. The ellipsoidal norm of the residue itself can be shown 
to be given by 
This time the sum from 1 to j,, is dominated even more rapidly by the j,,th 
term, as n increases, but may be obscured by the constant (i.e., independent 
of n) contribution to Y, of a component of Q orthogonal to R(C). Note that the 
existence of such a contribution is the only effect on the method of best 
accessible estimation of “impossible” noise; a component (attributable to e) 
of the contaminated data sample g which, being outside R(A), cannot repre- 
sent the causal response of the system to any source. The impossible noise 
makes no contribution to any u, , (except perhaps u,J as we see from (3.2) 
and the fact that zj*q enters the formulas for V, only for j <j,, . However, 
its obscuring effect, the constant added in (3.14), is a serious enough defect 
since we need the most sensitive possible test for that accumulation of exces- 
sive computational error which means we should stop iteration at some value 
n, of n, thus, defining the “best accessible” estimate u,~ . We note finally that 
the offending constant cannot be differenced away to any great advantage. 
Indeed, from (3.14) and (3.9) one can show formally that 
so the difference in ellipsoidal norms of successive residues is no more sensitive 
than the ellipsoidal norm of the difference between successive estimates. 
However, the precision with which (3.15) is satisfied may itself be used to 
test computational error. 
When best accessible estimation was applied to actual experimental data, 
as reported in Section 5 below, it was found that each of the norms being 
monitored continued to be reduced by successive iteration, long after visual 
inspection of sample iterates clearly indicated the results were in fact deterior- 
ating due to cumulative error. The use of second differences to monitor the 
form of the decay of the quantity in (3.9) finally yielded a reliable test, 
seemingly immune even to modest errors in the empirically determined 
kernel of the integral equation. When all is well, a plot of norm versus n 
must have negative but nondecreasing slope. Appearance of a negative 
second difference, rather than a positive first difference, turned out to be the 
most practical signal to cease iteration. 
We have seen that the contribution of .Z8 to u, may be minimized or (in 
principle) eliminated by a reasonalbe choice of u,, , and that the contribution 
of ,Zz in principle vanishes as n --+ co and in practice is minimized by deter- 
mination of the approximate order of iteration at which accumulation of 
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computational error outweighs systematic improvement in the estimate. It 
remains to consider the formal limit (n -+ cc in .Za , so that it vanishes; 
us properly chosen so that ,Zs vanishes) of the iteration process, namely 
the contribution of Z; . It is immediately apparent from (2.46), (2.28) and 
(2.25) that Zr is given precisely by 
El = Cfq, (3.16) 
which is the best approximate solution [9], extremal virtual solution [l], or 
least-squares (i.e., minimum residue) approximate solution of minimal norm 
[7j of the equation 
cv = q. (3.17) 
This equation can be derived from the basic improperly-posed problem (2.1) 
by the transformations used in (2.11)-(2.13), with no other explicit reference 
to the stochastic nature of the physical problem than is implied by the 
appearance of the autocorrelation operators in the transformation of source 
and data. We have now 
a = lim U, = Rip(Zr + 0 + Za) n+cu 
(3.18) 
= R:?C+q + h,(,eo , 
and the last term vanishes since u0 is well chosen. However, since in general 
(AB)+ # B+A+ (3.19) 
it is not true (even with proper choice of ~a) that li is the minimum-residue 
approximate solution of minimum norm of (2.1), i.e., 
fi # Afg. (3.20) 
The correct statement is that 2i is the minimum-residue approximate solution 
of minimum norm of (2.1), when residue is measured in the ellipsoidal norm 
defined by R,, and when the ellipsoidal norm defined by A,, is employed to 
measure the approximate solutions. This we see from 
and 
II g - Au I/?s,~ = II q - Cv /I2 (3.21) 
where 
II u Iii,, = II v /I23 (3.22) 
u = R112v 11 (3.23) 
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as in (2.1 l), together with the fact [I] that of all values v” of w which minimize 
the right side of (3.21), that 6 which also minimizes the right side of (3.22) is 
C+p. We have, therefore, proved that the formal limit of the iteration proce- 
dure defined by (2.9) is the inverse transform of the best approximate solution 
(that given by the generalized inverse) of the transformed equation, the 
transformation in question being the generalization to nonwhite noise pro- 
cesses of that which measures sources and data in terms of signal-to-noise 
ratio. Stated more directly, the result obtained is that the formal limit ~2, 
given by (3.18), always minimizes the left side of (3.21); and of all such 
minimizing functions, that which also minimizes the left side of (3.22) is the 
limit zi derived from any starting estimate U, orthogonal to the null space of A, 
(or, since we are concerned with finite-dimensional spaces, contained in the 
range of A*), that is, for which P,,,~,p, vanishes. 
The rate at which u, approaches a, i.e., the rate at which iteration drives 2.a 
to zero, can be seen directly from (2.47). The numerator of thejth term is the 
normalized basis function wj times the initial error made in estimating 
its coefficient+‘) is the coefficient of wj in v. , while zj*q/uj is its 
coefficient in L’i = C+q. This error is reduced in geometric progression by 
the denominator (1 + ui2)“. Th us, after it iterations, the error in the jth 
term of Z2 and, comparing (3.14), its contribution to the residue, has been 
reduced below its initial level by roughly u;‘~ if ui > 1 and by roughly 
exp(- nuj2) if uj < 1, since 
(3.24) 
Convergence is rapid for those terms for which uj is large, but the number of 
iterations required to achieve e-fold reduction in the error of the jth term is 
approximately l/ui2 if uj is small. Stated another way, if iteration is stopped 
because cumulative error has been detected after n,, iterations, then the itera- 
tion procedure has been efficacious in improving the estimate for all source 
components belonging to singular values greater than .~l’~. In particular, if 
-l/2 
ujo > no , (3.25) 
all components of ano are well estimated. Again think of uj as measuring, in 
units of measurement error or instrument-generated noise, the response of an 
instrument to background noise, where the instrument is set to respond to a 
source of type j. If the dominant limitation on the experimental measurement 
process is background noise, all ui will be large, convergence will be rapid, 
and the number of iterations required may be so small that one should solve 
the linear algebraic systems of equations by computational methods which 
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do not involve explicit matrix inversion. In other words, instead of using 
(2.9) literally, solve 
R,,x = g - Au,-1 
for x and find the next estimate u, from 
(3.26) 
u, = u,-1 + Rnx. (3.27) 
At the other extreme, if instrumental noise completely masks the response 
to background noise, all ai will be small, convergence will be slow, explicit 
matrix inversion will result in a net saving of arithmetic operations, and one 
might even consider the merits of a higher-order iteration procedure [6]. 
It is in this case of a noisy instrument (or a quiet background) that particular 
care must be taken to minimize computational error, using a very precise 
matrix inversion routine and high precision arithmetic. By way of compensa- 
tion, however, there is a tendency for the matrix R,, which must be inverted 
to be better conditioned when instrumental noise (positive definite correlation 
operator R,,) dominates the response of the instrument (represented by A) 
to background noise (correlation R,,), as one sees from the structure of R,, 
in (2.4). The inverse can, therefore, be found most accurately in those cases 
in which its accuracy is most critical. 
4. THE REDUCED VERSION 
In [14], before the method of best accessible estimation was applied to an 
equation of the form of (2.1) or its stochastic extension (2.2), the equation 
was premultiplied by the adjoint operator A *. This reduces very substantially 
the size of the matrices to be manipulated in the common case that (because 
of strong noise processes) the data is recorded at very many more points than 
the number of points at which the source is to be determined. The iterative 
procedure was manipulated into the form [14] 
u, = (R,,A*A + pz2V1 (R,,A*g + ~8d, (4.1) 
subject to the additional restrictions that the measurement error be Gaussian 
with standard deviation6 pa , 
R,, = ~2~1, (4.2) 
and that A*A, however ill-conditioned, not actually be singular. Convergence 
properties of this special case of the “reduced” method of best accessible 
estimation were then studied [15] by formal use of the eigenfunctions and 
6 We use pa rather than oa to avoid confusion with the singular values of Section 2. 
409/44l3-2 
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(necessarily nonnegative) eigenvalues of the Hermitian matrix R:i2A *AR::‘. 
It was shown that the sequence defined by (4.1) has the limit 
;+i 24, = A+g + P,(,)U(J = (A *A)-1 A *g (4.3) 
under the stated hypotheses. However, we now perceive that simple premulti- 
plication by A* is not the logical way to achieve reduction of significant matrix 
dimensions in general, i.e., when (4.2) is not satisfied OY when A *A is singular. 
Indeed, precisely the same line of reasoning which produced (2.37) can be 
applied to show that, for any x E D(C*), 
where uj , We , zj , and js are as defined in Section 2. Comparison of (4.4) and 
(2.37) shows that we have simply expressed in component form the matrix 
identity 
c*(cc* + I)-1 = (c*c + q-1 c*, 
which follows from the tautology 
(4.5) 
(c*c + I) c* = c*cc* + c* = c*(cc* + I) (4.6) 
and the nonnegativity of C*C and CC*. Note that the unit matrix I in (4.4) 
is m x m as is C*C, while the unit matrix I in (2.37), like CC*, is of the often 
much larger dimensionality Y x Y. (Data g is taken at Y points to determine m 
values of u.) Thus, we see that the normalized iteration formula (2.14) can be 
written in the alternative form 
v, = co,-1 + (C”C + I)-’ c*(q - Cv+J (4.7) 
in which the dimension of the matrix requiring inversion is m rather than Y. 
Of greater practical interest, however, is an alternative to the nonnormalized 
iteration formula (2.9) for u, . Substitution of (2.1 l)-(2.13) into (4.7) gives 
directly 
u, = u,-~ + R;:2(R:;2A*R;1AR;;2 + I)-’ R;:2A*R,-,‘(g - Au,-,) (4.8) 
or, after slight manipulation, 
u, = (R,,A*R,-,‘A + I)-’ (R,,A*R;g + u,-1). (4.9) 
(This expression reduces to (4.1) whenever (4.2) is valid, regardless of whether 
or not A*A is singular.) Note that the sequence defined by (4.9) is formally 
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identical with that defined by (2.9)-any difference which may evolve is 
purely computational in origin. However, such differences can be expected 
in practice, due primarily to inexact numerical inversion of the matrices. 
Anticipation of the numerical defects of the alternate forms is easier using 
the normalized Eqs. (2.14) and (4.7), even though it is the unnormalized 
Eqs. (2.9) and (4.9) h h w ic are used computationally. In (4.7) one may expect 
multiplication by C* to be relatively precise in anihilation of what we have 
called “impossible” noise, meaning any component of Q which necessarily 
arises solely from measurement error since it lies entirely outside the range 
of C. The numerically inverted matrix in (4.7) may, on the other hand, easily 
introduce a spurious component of v, outside the true range of C*, in the 
null-space of C. Further iteration, we have seen, will not systematically 
reduce such components. Iteration using (4.9) is, therefore, expected to be 
relatively immune to “impossible” noise but to introduce into the solution 
spurious components from the null space of the operator-“invisible” sources 
to which the instrument has no causal response. Conversely, from examination 
of (2.14), we expect iteration based on (2.9) to be relatively free of “invisible” 
source components, since relatively precise postmultiplication by C* gener- 
ates terms in the range of the adjoint operator only, not in the null space of 
the instrument-operator. It appears more susceptible to “impossible” noise, 
however. The numerically inverted matrix may rotate such components out 
of the null-space of the adjoint operator, after which further iteration in effect 
would seek to reduce the residue of an altered data sample. Thus, whereas 
both (2.9) and (4.9) ideally would lead to (the same) minimum-residue 
estimate of minimum norm, as measured with respect to R,, and R,, , in 
practice we expect (4.9) to be more successful than (2.9) at residue reduction 
but less successful at minimizing the norm of the estimate. 
If m (dimension of solution vector) is less than r (dimension of data vector), 
(4.9) requires inversion of a matrix of smaller order than (2.9). It is true that 
the autocorrelation operator for instrumental error R,, must be inverted, 
and it is Y x Y, but in practice we can expect it to be a very sparse matrix of 
simple structure, requiring only modest computational effort to invert. 
5. APPLICATION TO EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
The direct version of best accessible estimation, i.e., that based on (2.9), 
has been used to sharpen experimental results obtained by R. C. Eden of 
this laboratory. Dr. Eden measured the energy spectrum of photoelectrons 
emitted by a semiconductor under the influence of monochromatic light of a 
certain wavelength, by using the material as the cathode of a diode and 
recording the change in current through the diode as a function of the 
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retarding voltage applied to it [3]. This was done with great precision by 
superimposing a small ac voltage on the dc retarding voltage, and recording 
the in-phase component of ac current. That current component is f in (2. l), a 
function of the retarding voltage which, except for a change in origin, is the 
energy E of the electrons. The spectrum N(E) is the unknown function h in 
(2.1). The diode is represented by an integral operator A of displacement ype 
and triangular shape (nearly or exactly isosceles) determined primarily by the 
amplitude of the ac voltage and, to a lesser extent, by diode geometry. The 
kernel was determined with moderate precision by observing the rounding 
of what should theoretically have been a sharp edge in a particularly simple 
spectrum. Measurement error is known to be dominated by Johnson noise 
in the recording amplifier, and, therefore, to be white noise, whose theoretical 
rms level checks well with the observed level, 0.0324 in the units of Fig. 1. 
,:. 
-1.10 -0.90 -0.70 -0.50 -0.30 -0.10 0.10 0.30 0.50 070 0.90 
fETAROiNG WITAGE 
FIG. 1. Photoelectron energy distribution raw data. 
Measurements were made in such a way that the background noise process is 
uncorrelated-I?,, diagonal-and the diagonal element of RI, at a given 
voltage is proportional to the corresponding dc current. Observed and cal- 
culated values of this shot noise could be compared when the diode was 
saturated-i.e., drawing maximum dc current for given illumination-and 
again were in close agreement, the maximum observed standard deviation 
being 0.0618 units. 
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Preliminary experiments with simulated data showed that results were 
relatively insensitive to errors in R,, and R,, , as would be expected from the 
formal relationship between (2.9) and (4.7), a Landweber iteration whose 
known convergence properties [lg] are independent of the physical signifi- 
cance of the Rii. When simulated data was analyzed with an incorrect kernel, 
(correct triangular area, but incorrect shape) the speed and stability of 
convergence could be used to identify the correct width within about 10%. 
With the precise kernel and realistic noise levels (appreciably stronger than 
the signal at the extremes of the voltage range, close to 1% at the signal 
maximum) the convergence tests of Section 3 still indicated satisfactory, 
but tediously slow, improvement for n > r = m, with the (R,,-ellipsoidal) 
norm-squared residue somewhat below r, the “one-sigma” level. Tests 
with real data, on the other hand, indicated that either the shape of the actual 
experimental kernel was not close enough to triangular, or it is not of strictly 
displacement ype. The norm continued to reduce for hundreds of iterations, 
but visual inspection of plots of selected iterates confirmed what the second- 
difference test (Section 3 above) suggested: The best accessible estimate was 
the twentieth iterate, for which the residue had been reduced in norm to 
0.11 times the value for the initial estimate, to approximately 1.2 times the 
theoretically expected value. 
Figure 1 shows m = 125 points taken from a raw data curve, scaled to givef 
the same units as h.’ The spectrum was estimated at the same r = m points. 
The “window” of the displacement kernel being relatively narrow (about 
9% of the full voltage range, measured at half maximum amplitude) and the 
indicated scale factor having been used, the raw data g could be used as the 
starting estimate u0 . (Had th e f ormal analysis of Section 3 been complete at 
the time, a more careful choice would have been made, which among other 
benefits would have smoothed the irregularity in the data at about .1 V.) 
Features of particular physical interest are the precise location of the main 
peak, existence and location of the secondary peak at lower voltage, and the 
rapid cutoff at high voltage. The first iterate u1 , shown in Fig. 2, already 
improves the clarity of these features somewhat. However, the best accessible 
estimate, u2,, shown in Fig. 3, is a substantial improvement over even u1 , 
and was obtained in only a small fraction more computing time than u1 . 
(Only one matrix inversion is required; thereafter, additional iterations result 
from multiplication of vectors by matrices, and vector additions.) For 
nmaX < r as here, it would have been more efficient to solve a linear system 
G,, times, instead of inverting the matrix, but this could not be anticipated 
’ The data is for cesiated silicon irradiated with 2.5 eV photons. Scan rate was 
0.25 V/min, with two-stage, 1 set time-constant filtering. The ac analyzing voltage 
was 0.35 V rms, and saturation current was 5.40 x lo-* amp dc. Peak in-phase ac 
current was 7.49 X lo-l2 am 
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in advance. The result of excessive iteration (n = 100) is shown in Fig. 4. 
Despite the noise amplification apparent there, the enhanced definition of the 
cutoff energy proved to be of interest to the experimental&. 
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FIG. 2. First estimate of enhanced data. 
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FIG. 3. Best accessible (twentieth iterated) estimate. 
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